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Accuracy of turbulent flux measurements through
the use of high frequency data by eddy covariance
tower: the case study of Landriano (PV), Italy
Daniele Masseroni1*, Giulia Ercolani2, Chiara Corbari2, Marco Mancini2

Abstract: High frequency data measured by eddy covariance stations can be used for different applications, especially
to obtain reliable turbulent flux estimations and to find the reason for possible errors into flux measurements. Generally,
the quality of flux measurements is correlated with atmospheric turbulent characteristics and evaluated through the
use of stationary or well-developed turbulence tests. However, a quantitative analysis of the error connected with each
turbulent flux is not yet present in literature. In this work, starting from high frequency data of the three wind
components and scalar passives, spectral analysis is used to quantify relative errors for each half-hourly flux of latent
and sensible heat, momentum and carbon dioxide. The experimental dataset was obtained by a micrometeorological
station located over a maize field at Landriano (PV) in Padana plain. Two different experimental time period are
considered: one when the vegetation height is about 2.80 meters and second after harvesting time. The results have
mainly shown a sinusoidal trend of the errors characterized by minimum peaks during daytimes, while in nighttime
the measurements can be affected by imprecisions that could reach values up to 65-70%.
Keywords: eddy covariance, turbulent fluxes, high frequency, cross spectra, footprint.
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and momentum at agricultural field-scale, having
the main objective to estimate the correct water
requirement for a crop. The main instruments,
which give the name to the eddy covariance
technique, are gas analyzer and tridimensional sonic
anemometer. They measure turbulent fluxes into
surface layer (Stull, 1988), thanks to the covariance
between vertical wind velocity and concentration of
a scalar passive (for example: air/water, temperature
or carbon dioxide).
Flux estimations are obtained through complex
series of steps starting from raw data acquired with
high frequencies of about 10-20 Hz. The quality
of these measurements is mainly influenced by
problems of sensor configuration, place of the tower
and stability of the atmosphere (Foken and
Wichura, 1996; Fuehrer and Friehe, 2002).
Example of necessary details and considerations in
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy and mass fluxes developed in SVAT (SoilVegetation-ATmosphere) systems are important for
a wide range of applications at different spatial and
temporal scales: from flood simulation at basin scale
to water management in agricultural areas.
Reliability of eddy covariance measurements has to
be studied before using them in hydrological
simulations (Aubinet et al., 2000).
Eddy covariance stations measure turbulent fluxes
of sensible and latent heat, water, carbon dioxide
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Riassunto: Le misurazioni eddy covariance ad alta frequenza possono essere utilizzate per molteplici applicazioni,
specialmente per la stima accurata dei flussi turbolenti e la valutazione degli errori di misura ad essi connessi.
Generalmente la qualità dei flussi di massa e di energia misurati dalle stazioni eddy covariance è correlata alle
caratteristiche della turbolenza atmosferica ed è valutata principalmente attraverso i test di stazionarietà e di turbolenza
sviluppata. Tuttavia la stima quantitativa degli errori connessi a ciascun flusso turbolento non è ancora presente in
letteratura. In questo lavoro, partendo da dati acquisiti ad alta frequenza, l’analisi spettrale è stata utilizzata per
calcolare l’errore relativo connesso a ciascun valore di flusso stimato alla mezz’ora. I dati sperimentali sono stati
acquisiti da una stazione micrometeorlogica posizionata all’interno di un campo coltivato a mais nel comune di
Landriano (PV) in Pianura Padana. Due differenti set temporali di dati sono stati analizzati: uno quando la vegetazione
è quasi al massimo del suo sviluppo fenologico e pari a 2.8 metri e l’altro dopo la mietitura. I risultati hanno mostrato
un trend oscillatorio degli errori sui flussi misurati, caratterizzato da minimi relativi durante le ore diurne e massimi,
che possono arrivare fino al 65-70%, durante le ore notturne.
Parole chiave: eddy covariance, flussi turbolenti, alta frequenza, cross spectro, footprint.
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a typical eddy covariance system are shown in
a series of papers (Shuttleworth et al., 1982,
Shuttleworth et al., 1988; Shuttleworth, 1988).
Many efforts to obtain reliable flux measurements
have been done from the birth of this
micrometeorological method (Foken, 2008). Lee
et al. (2004) formulate recommendations related
to the eddy covariance technique for estimating
turbulent mass and energy exchange, and give a
comprehensive overview on the current state
of the art regarding micrometeorological issues
and methods.
In recent decades, many software implemented by
different universities in the world, can be found in
literature (TK3, EdiRe, EddySoft, Alteddy,
EddyPro) with the main objective to standardize
the correction procedure of eddy covariance
measurements (Ueyama et al., 2012). These
softwares have been widely validated and they are
all based on five fundamental points:
1) Measured data are opportunely selected in
function of quality tools;
2) Data are calibrated or corrected if necessary;
3) Data are aggregated in statistic tools as mean,
variance or covariance;
4) Data are converted in averaged fluxes;
5) Reliability of fluxes is evaluated.
Generally, stationary or well-developed turbulence
tests (Foken and Wichura, 1996) are used to
evaluate flux reliabilities in function of the turbulent
characteristics of the surface layer, discarding the
data if the tests are not verified. These tests do not
give direct information about the quality of fluxes
but, in order to achieve a good dataset quality, they
help to verify if theoretical assumptions, which
govern the eddy covariance technique, are not
guarantee (Foken, 2008).
The main objective of this work is to find a method
which permits to quantify an error associated with
each turbulent flux, so that, for operative
applications, the operator can choose a threshold
(which is consistent with the objective of his work)
beyond which the data can be discarded.
Frequency analysis of spectra and cross-spectra
have been used to quantify the amount of each flux
error. The large amount of data collected by
various investigators show clear indication that
spectra of wind velocity, temperature and vapor or
carbon dioxide concentrations, obey to the
similarity theory (Foken, 2008) over a range of
frequencies called inertial sub range (Kaimal et al.,
1972). Typical spectra shapes for different
turbulent variables can be found in Kaimal et al.
(1972), Baldocchi and Mayers (1988) and

Baldocchi et al. (1988). Theoretical treatments
conclude that the slope of the velocity and
temperature spectrum in the inertial sub-range
and in log-log space is −5/3, while the cross
spectrum for momentum, latent, sensible heat and
carbon dioxide fluxes becomes −7/3 (Wyngaard
and Cote, 1972). Comparing theoretical and
experimental spectrum slopes, it will be possible
to calculate the relative error for each half-hour
turbulent flux, as shown in this work.
In an eddy covariance station, besides the
high frequency acquisition of the turbulent
component of vertical wind speed, air temperature
or relative humidity, is required the study of flux
representativeness which are referable to an area
surrounding the station. In fact, the relation
between the intensity of source upwind of a sensor
and the value of the signal registered by this sensor
can be described quantitatively with the help of the
footprint function (Schmid, 2002; Kormann and
Meixner, 2001; Kljun et al., 2002; Hsieh et al.,
2000). Using high frequency data of the wind
velocity components, Masseroni et al. (2012) show
that there is a relationship between the
representative source area for eddy covariance
measurements, and the large eddies responsible
for the transport of turbulent kinetic energy.
Comparing integral length of the large eddies,
obtained from autocorrelation function of the high
frequency data, with the results of the Hsieh et al.
(2000) analytical footprint model, the good
accuracy of the Masseroni et al. (2012) method,
which estimates the turbulent flux footprint, is also
shown. The results have been subsequently
overlapped on a Google map image of the field in
order to understand what are the parts of the field
which contribute to the flux measurements.
2. DATA COLLECTION AND INSTRUMENTS
Experimental data have been obtained by a
micrometeorological station mainly used to measure
evapotranspiration fluxes in a maize field at
Landriano (PV) in Po Valley (45.19 N, 9.16 E, 87 m
a.s.l). The field is about 10 hectare large and it has
a polygonal geometric structure surrounded by row
plant on three site. Neighbor fields were maize
cultivated and the plant phenological grows were
the same. The experimental campaigns cover two
different time period over 2011 growing season: one
from 22 July to 4 August (Case A) when the
vegetation height is 2.80 meters and the other one
from 14 September to 23 September (Case B) after
harvesting time.
The station has been equipped with C1 Class
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Case A
Atmospheric conditions

Number of data

Case B

Percentage of data (%)

Number of data

Percentage of data (%)

Total data set

614

100.00

300

100.00

Unstable

286

46.57

176

58.67

Neutral

162

26.38

25

8.33

Stable

166

27.04

99

33.00

Tab. 1 - Number of data (mean value over an averaging time of 30 minutes) for each atmospheric stability class.
Tab. 1 - Numero di dati (valori mediati con passo temporale di 30 minuti) suddivisi per ciascuna classe di stabilità atmosferica.

the atmosphere while only 28% is in stable
conditions. The prevalent wind directions, during
the experimental campaigns, is West and about 40%
of the total datasets come from North-West to
South-West sectors.
3. METHODOLOGY
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3.1. Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis is a statistic tool that can be
employed to probe further into the workings of
turbulence. By decomposing a series of
measurements into frequency or wave number
components, it is possible to discover how eddies
of different time and space scales contribute to
the overall turbulence state (Stull, 1988).
Spectral densities have been directly obtained
from Fourier coefficients of a series of
measurements and they have been calculated using
FFT algorithm (Bendat and Piersol, 1986).
According to Kolmogorov’s law (Garrat, 1993), for
the inertial subrange, the cross spectrum for latent
and sensible heat, momentum and carbon dioxide
is proportional to the frequency elevated to -7/3.
Experimental cross spectra could have an exponent
of scale which is different by the theoretical one, so
that the relative error between these two
exponents represents the error associated with
each turbulent flux. Generally, the cross spectrums
are calculated starting from a couple of variables
(e.g. vertical wind velocity and temperature,
vertical wind velocity and water vapor) therefore,
the cross spectrum is referred to the covariance of
these two components, as widely explained by
Wygnard and Cotè (1972). Since turbulent fluxes
are calculated starting from the covariance
between vertical wind velocity and concentration
of a scalar passive (Barr et al., 2006), in this study
the relative error for each covariance typologies is
supposed to be equal to the error associated with
the corresponding flux.
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different devices for the measure of various
meteorological parameters, from air temperature to
soil moisture. However, for the analysis described in
this work, only one three dimensional sonic
anemometer (Young 81000 by Campbell Scientific)
and one gas analyzer (LICOR 7500 by LI-COR) have
been used. The former provide for the three wind
components and sonic temperature measurements,
while the latter provide for the water vapor and
carbon dioxide air concentrations. Both instruments
have been located at the top of the tower at 5 meters
high and both are set to 10 Hz acquisition frequency.
The data have been stored in a Compact flesh of 2Gb
connected with a Data Logger CR5000 (Campbell
Scientific) and subsequently subdivided in 30
minutes aggregation time groups.
The data have been corrected applying the whole
range of correction procedures described in
Aubinet et al. (2000). Axis rotation for tilt correction,
spike removal, time lag compensation and
detrending, which represent the preliminary
processes to prepare the dataset for covariance
calculation, have been firstly computed. These
corrections have been applied using an automatic
procedure PEC (Polimi Eddy Covariance)
implemented by Politecnico of Milano (Corbari et
al., 2012).
In order to estimate the relative error for each halfhourly flux, the whole dataset in Case A and B has
been used, while for the footprint analysis only data
in unstable conditions of the atmosphere have been
implemented. To define the different stability
conditions of the atmosphere, the stability
parameter described by Hsieh et al. (2000) has been
used and in Tab. 1 the data subdivision in different
stability classes is shown. The total number of data,
over an averaging period of 30 minutes, is about 600
and 300 for the Case A and B respectively. In both
cases about 50% of the eddy covariance
measurements belong to the unstable conditions of
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3.2. Footprint analysis
The turbulence scales of the instantaneous wind
speed are the measure of the representative
dimensions of the vortices induced by the
turbulence inside the mean stream of the flow
(Teleman et al., 2008). The determination of the
turbulence scale starts computing the autocorrelation function for all fluctuation components
(longitudinal, transversal, vertical) of the wind
speed. According to the Taylor’s hypothesis of the
“frozen turbulence” (Foken, 2008) and supposing
that the turbulence is homogeneous and isotropy,
the integral length along the wind direction is
computed. Subsequently, the integral length, has
been compared with the footprint dimension
obtained by the Hsieh et al. (2000) model during
unstable conditions of the atmosphere. Stable
conditions of the atmosphere have been not taken
into account because, for the proprieties of footprint
model, fetch dimension tends to become larger than
the size of the field. Hsieh et al. (2000) analytical
footprint model has been chosen because it is
widely used in literature to study the
representativeness of turbulent flux measurements
by eddy covariance towers. It can be applied on the
whole range of stability conditions of the
atmosphere and its structural algorithm is
computationally easy to implement. In this
paragraph mathematician computations and
procedures are not deeply shown but they are
widely described in Masseroni et al. (2012) work.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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4.1. Case A
Using high frequency data of wind velocity
components, sonic temperature and scalar passives,
the cross spectra for the principal turbulent fluxes
(momentum, latent heat, sensible heat and carbon
dioxide) have been calculated. In Fig. 1 an example
of 30 minutes cross spectrum of the covariance
between turbulent components of vertical wind and
sonic temperature is shown and the black line
represents the theoretical slope.
Analyzing the slope of the experimental cross
spectrum into the inertial sub range, and comparing
it with the theoretical -7/3 slope, the relative error in
percentage terms is computed, and the results in
functions of time are shown in Fig. 2.
The data shown in Fig. 2 have been filtered with a
moving average of period ten. The five covariances
shown in Fig. 2, have a minimum error of about
40%. This is probably due to impossibility of
respecting the isotropic Kolmogorv’s hypothesis. In

Fig. 1 - Cross spectrum of the covariance between vertical
wind component and sonic temperature. The black line
represents the theoretical slope.
Fig. 1 - Cross spectrum della covarianza tra la componente
verticale della velocità del vento e la temperature sonica. La
linea nera rappresenta la pendenza teorica dello spettro
nell’inertial sub-range.

fact the eddies, in real conditions, are not perfectly
isotropic because their shape is strongly influenced
by the convective force, the shear stress, the wake
production energy and the energy cascade processes
(Griffith et al., 1956, Leaviti, 1975). Moreover, a
residual instrumental error connected with the
measurement proprieties (Ueyama et al., 2012)
precludes the possibility to reach perfect
measurements without any errors.
The error time series is characterized by a periodic
form with a minimum in correspondence of daytime
while during the night the relative error can also be
about 65-70%. This is probably due to stable
conditions of the atmosphere, low turbulence and
advection flows which appear to be localized
typically during the nighttime. The turbulent fluxes
measured in this period show a bad quality and they
can be generally considered incorrect.
4.2. Case B
In Fig. 3, for the Case B, the relative errors in
function of time are shown. The original curve has
been filtered with a moving average of period
twenty. Also in this case, the minimum error is about
40% . All the relative errors, from momentum to
carbon dioxide flux, have the same periodic shape.
The crest is shown in the nighttime while the gorge
in daytime. It is important to underline that some
nighttime periods the errors could decrese at about
40-50% as a consequence of particular atmospheric
conditions. In fact, during the night time, generally,
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the stable conditions of the atmosphere are
dominant, but if the wind velocity is intense, the
shear stress constitutes the turbulent forcing which
allows the eddy covariance station to measure
correctly the energy fluxes.
As shown in Fig. 2 and 3 also if the experimental
campaigns are carried out in two different time
periods, with and without the presence of
vegetation, the results are not particularly
influenced by the plants and the relative errors, in
both cases, have a similar quantitative behavior.
4.3. Footprint comparisons
To compare integral length and footprint
dimension, the wind direction for each data has
been calculated. The wind directions have been
subdivided into 72 classes, each of 5° large. In
function of these wind direction classes, fetch and
integral length have been organized and a mean

value of footprint and integral length has been
calculated.
In Fig. 4, comparison between fetch (dot line) and
integral length (solid line), in Case A and B, are
shown. The results have been overlapped to a
Google map image of the field and opportunely
scaled with the field dimension and centered with
station position. In Case A the footprint dimension
is approximately less than 50 m in respect to case B.
In fact, as show in Hsieh et al. (2000), footprint is
directly proportional to the measurement height.
When the field is covered by vegetation the
measurement height has to be subtracted for a
displacement factor (Foken, 2008) which reduces
the footprint length. In both cases the
representative area for turbulent fluxes is included
into the field edges. Integral and footprint length
have a quite similar shape, which is mainly imposed
by stability condition of the atmosphere, wind speed

Fig. 2 - Relative error trend in function of time for the turbulent fluxes of momentum (cov(wu) and cov(wv)), sensible heat
(cov(wT)), latent heat (cov(wH2O)) and carbon dioxide (cov(CO2)) for the Case A.
Fig. 2 - Trend dell’errore relativo in funzione del tempo per i flussi di quantità di moto (cov(wu) e cov(wv)), calore sensibile
(cov(wT)), calore latente (cov(wH2O)) e anidride carbonica (cov(CO2)). Caso A.
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Fig. 3 - Relative error evolutions in function of time for the turbulent fluxes of momentum (cov(wu) and cov(wv)), sensible
heat (cov(wT)), latent heat (cov(wH2O)) and carbon dioxide (cov(CO2)) for the Case B.
Fig. 3 - Trend dell’errore relativo in funzione del tempo per i flussi di quantità di moto (cov(wu) e cov(wv)), calore sensibile
(cov(wT)), calore latente (cov(wH2O)) e anidride carbonica (cov(CO2)). Caso B.
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Fig. 4 - Footprint and integral length dimensions shown over Google map field image. The white dot represents the position
of the eddy covariance tower.
Fig. 4 - Footprint e lunghezza integrale sovrapposte ad un immagine di Google del campo sperimentale di Landriano. Il
punto centrale rappresenta la posizione della stazione eddy covariance.
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and directions, with a relative error between them
of about 13% in the Case A and -17% in the Case B.
A negative error means that more or less, over total
dataset, the footprint is larger than integral length.
5. RELATIVE ERRORS
FOR DIFFERENT AVERAGING PERIODS
Generally, turbulent fluxes for agricultural
applications are averaged over a time period of 30
minutes. However, it is very important to understand
how, starting from high frequency acquisitions,
relative error for each flux changes over different
averaging periods (from 1 to 180 minutes).
For each averaging period, mean value of relative
error between theoretical and experimental
spectrum slope has been calculated, and in Fig. 5
the results are shown. In both cases relative error
tends to decrease when the averaging period come
from 1 to 180 minutes. In fact, in accordance with
Taylor’s hypothesis (Stull, 1988), when averaging
period is small, large eddies could not be taking into
account during mathematical approaches for the
statistical calculations (determination of the
variances and covariances).

In bare soil (Case B) the relative errors are greater
than Case A. This is probably due to the absence of
the surface homogeneity after the harvesting time
when, on the field, waste products of the plants and
bare soil are contemporaneously present on the
surface. Moreover, in non-particular convective
situations, turbulent flux representative source areas
could be beyond the field edge, so that measurement
errors tend to increase drastically.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent
heat, momentum and carbon dioxide, have been
computed using a frequency method starting from
high frequency measurements of wind speeds, sonic
temperature and scalar passives. Through cross
spectrum analysis, an innovative method to measure
the quality of fluxes has been shown. Flux relative
errors cover a wide percentage range which come
from 40% to about 70%. Good quality of data is
shown during daytime while in nighttime error peaks
reach values up to 70%. Stability conditions of the
atmosphere, advection situations and low turbulence
play a substantial role in degradation of quality fluxes.
Generally, in convective situations, flux footprint is
inside the field edges while in stable conditions, and
in some cases of bare soil, representative source area
for turbulent fluxes exceeds the field edges and
measurement reliabilities could get worse.
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